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ABSTRACT: As fluorescence bioimaging has increased in popularity, there have been
numerous reports on designing organic fluorophores with desirable properties amenable
to perform this task, specifically fluorophores with emission in the near-infrared II
(NIR-II) region. One such strategy is to utilize the donor−π−acceptor−π−donor
approach (D−π−A−π−D), as this allows for control of the photophysical properties of
the resulting fluorophores through modulation of the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels. Herein, we illustrate the properties of
thienothiadiazole (TTD) as an effective acceptor moiety in the design of NIR emissive fluorophores. TTD is a well-known electron-
deficient species, but its use as an acceptor in D−π−A−π−D systems has not been extensively studied. We employed TTD as an
acceptor unit in a series of two fluorophores and characterized the photophysical properties through experimental and computational
studies. Both fluorophores exhibited emission maxima in the NIR-I that extends into the NIR-II. We also utilized electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy to rationalize differences in the measured quantum yield values and demonstrated, to
our knowledge, the first experimental evidence of radical species on a TTD-based small-molecule fluorophore. Encapsulation of the
fluorophores using a surfactant formed polymeric nanoparticles, which were studied by photophysical and morphological techniques.
The results of this work illustrate the potential of TTD as an acceptor in the design of NIR-II emissive fluorophores for fluorescence
bioimaging applications.

■ INTRODUCTION
Fluorescence imaging (FI) using near-infrared (NIR) emissive
materials is an important and heavily researched area in
chemistry due to being a noninvasive technique that has grown
in popularity to monitor in vitro and in vivo physiological
processes.1−3 Among the many materials that have been
studied, small-molecule organic dyes are promising candidates
due to their tunability and decreased cytotoxicity.4,5 Strategic
design principles are employed to alter the optical properties of
organic dyes, which enables a wide range of structural motifs to
be synthesized. To that extent, only a handful of small-
molecule organic fluorophores are FDA-approved for in vivo
FI, i.e., indocyanine green (ICG) and methylene blue (MB).6

Although ICG and MB have optical properties that enable
their use in FI applications, they suffer from drawbacks due to
their NIR-I (700−1000 nm) emissive properties. NIR-I
emissive dyes are primarily known to have issues with in vivo
applications due to the backscattering of emitted photons
along with the autofluorescence of human tissues.7,8 In
addition, NIR-I emissive fluorophores generally require
excitation with higher energy light sources which can disrupt
cellular functions.9 The aforementioned issues can be
alleviated by employing dyes that emit in the NIR-II region
(1000−1700 nm).

In this work, two dyes were synthesized based on the
donor−π−acceptor−π−donor approach (D−π−A−π−D)

with emission maxima extending to the NIR-II region. The
D−π−A−π−D motif has been utilized in numerous
publications, resulting in fluorophores with varying optical
properties.10,11 The D−π−A−π−D design strategy allows for
control of the energy gap between the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO), as control of the energy gap is
crucial to obtain fluorophores with the desired optical
properties. The HOMO resides on the electron-rich donor
unit while the LUMO is found on the electron-poor acceptor
unit and by varying the strength of the donor and acceptor
units. The π-spacer facilitates charge transfer between the
acceptor and donor units and can also act as an auxiliary donor.
This intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) can result in
fluorophores with small energy gaps correlating to lower
energy electronic transitions. The D−π−A−π−D strategy can
also be used in conjunction with the extension of the π-
conjugation of the fluorophore to induce bathochromic shifts
of the optical properties. Elongation of the π-conjugated
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system typically results in fluorescence quenching through
intermolecular interactions, such as π−π stacking, which must
be considered when designing emissive fluorophores.12

Previous work in our group utilized isoindigo as the
electron-poor acceptor unit, but the optical properties of
those dyes were limited with regard to FI applications.13

Isoindigo, as an acceptor, faces several structural and electronic
hurdles that limit its ability to achieve NIR-II emission.14,15

Our next approach toward designing NIR-II emissive
fluorophores was to employ a more electron-deficient acceptor
unit, and for this work, we chose thienothiadiazole (TTD).
The first report of a TTD-based derivative was in 1969 by
Bower et al., and since then, researchers have attempted to
harness the electronic properties of the nonclassical bicyclic
acceptor.16−18 When TTD is employed in π-conjugated
systems, the quinoidal form tends to be favored upon
excitation, which positively affects the optical properties of
the system.18 Further manipulation of the electronic structure
of the TTD-based fluorophore by using donor units in addition
to the preferred pro-quinoidal structure will result in NIR-I
emissive fluorophores with emission extending to the NIR-II.

Carbazole (Cbz) is a well-known electron donor unit used
widely in the literature to produce compounds with tunable
optical properties. Additionally, it is cost-effective and can be
modified with relative synthetic ease, making it a viable option
for use.19 Two different thiophene derivatives were used to
create the two fluorophores: one functionalized with an alkyl
chain at the 4-position (HexT) and one without an alkyl chain
(T). The use of thiophene as a heterocyclic spacer in D−π−
A−π−D fluorophores is well reported due to enhanced
photostability and ICT character.20,21 The variation in the
thiophene spacer was performed to measure the effects of the
alkyl chains on the ground- and excited-state geometries and
the subsequent effects on the optical properties of the
fluorophores.22

Herein, we discuss the theoretical and experimental studies
and the subsequent results for the novel TTD-based D−π−
A−π−D fluorophores: TTD-HexT-Cbz and TTD-T-Cbz
(Figure 1). Few reports detail TTD-based small-molecule
fluorophores, which allows our work to shed important light on
the future design and synthesis of other D−π−A−π−D type
small-molecule fluorophores that utilize TTD as an acceptor.23

The two derivatives were studied through computational and
experimental methods to understand the optical and structural
properties. The two fluorophores exhibited NIR-I emission,
extending into the NIR-II region with relative quantum yield
(QY) values similar to those observed with other NIR-I
emissive fluorophores.24

Encapsulation is necessary to study the hydrophobic
fluorophores in aqueous environments. We utilized Pluronic-
F127, a commercially available and well-studied surfactant

commonly used in biomedical applications.25 The fluorophores
were loaded into Pluronic-F127-based self-assembled aggre-
gates to yield fluorescent nanoparticles, to which the
nanoparticle solutions were characterized through optical and
particle size techniques. Observed shifts of the optical
properties were seen upon aggregation in the nanoparticle
environment. The experimental results for both the free and
encapsulated fluorophores will provide insight into designing
TTD-based fluorophores with enhanced optical properties for
FI applications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Reagents and solvents were purchased from

commercial sources and were used without further purification.
Anhydrous solvents were obtained from a Glass Contour
(Irvine, CA) solvent system. Thin-layer chromatography was
performed using SiO2-60 F254 aluminum plates with visual-
ization by ultraviolet (UV) light. Flash column chromatog-
raphy was performed using a Purasil SiO2-60, 230−400 mesh
from Whatman.
Instrumentation. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectra were obtained on a Bruker (Milton, ON, Canada) 400
MHz spectrometer with the appropriate deuterated solvents.
Mass spectrometry of the target compounds (0.1 mg/mL) was
performed on a Bruker (Milton, ON, Canada) Elute SP HPLC
with Bruker Impact II QqTOF Mass Spectrometer under
electrospray ionization (ESI) conditions. Electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy was performed with
a Bruker (Milton, ON, Canada) Magnettech ESR5000
spectrometer with 1 mM solutions (CDCl3) of each
fluorophore. Quantification of spin states was calculated
using Cu(II)(OTf)2 in 1 mM THF. Absorption measurements
were carried out on a Varian Cary-500 spectrometer (Dorval,
OC, Canada) in dichloromethane (DCM).

Emission spectra were acquired with the Horiba LabRAM
HR Evolution Raman Spectroscopy system (Horiba Scientific,
Kyoto, Japan) equipped with a 600 grooves/mm grating and
charge-coupled device (CCD) detector (Horiba Synapse
Silicon CCD, Kyoto, Japan). A 633 nm diode laser (Melles
Griot, Takigawa, Hokkaido, Japan) was used as the excitation
source. Fluorescence quantum yields (FQY) were measured
with samples at 1 × 10−4 M in DCM and relative to IR820 in
methanol with an FQY of 4.4%. The spectroscopic energy gap
(Eg

opt) was calculated from the onset of the absorbance peak
maxima.26 The overall uncertainty for optical experimental
values is ±1 nm (0.01 eV).

Fluorescence lifetimes (τFL) were obtained using the 650 nm
output of an LDH series 650P pulsed diode laser as the
excitation source (200 μW) and a PicoQuant PDM series
single-photon avalanche diode (time resolution approx. 50 ps)
as the detector with a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U microscope. A

Figure 1. Structures of the two target compounds: TTD-HexT-Cbz and TTD-T-Cbz.
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TimeHarp 260 time-correlated single-photon counter (25 ps
resolution) was used to analyze the photons, as reported
previously.27 Lifetimes were acquired in DCM at a
concentration of 1 × 10−4 M. The total instrument response
function of the setup was determined to be approx. 200 ps.
Fluorescence kinetics were fit with a single-exponential decay
function eq 1.

I t I( ) (0)e x x( )/0 FL= (1)

where I(0) represents the initial fluorescence intensity and τFL
represents the fluorescence lifetime.

Time-resolved absorption studies were implemented to
acquire excited-state dynamic information. A 1 kHz regener-
atively amplified Ti/Sapphire laser (Coherent Astrella, Santa
Clara, California) with a 7 W, 100 fs output pulse centered at
800 nm was split with an 85−15 beamsplitter to generate
pump and probe beams. To generate the pump, the reflected
portion of the 800 nm output was directed into a commercial
optical parametric amplifier (OPerA Solo, Vilnius, Lithuania)
to generate a 650 nm pump beam. Both the output of the
OPerA Solo as well as the remainder of the originally
transmitted 800 nm light were directed into commercial
transient absorption spectrometers (Ultrafast Systems Helios
and Eos, Sarasota, Florida). The pump pulse was chopped at
500 Hz before depolarizing and focused with a 350 mm focal
length lens to the sample position. For ultrafast measurements,
the remaining 800 nm light was first passed onto a mechanical
delay stage before being focused onto a translating CaF2 crystal
to generate a visible white light continuum from 425 to 850
nm. The white light was then filtered to remove any remaining
fundamental light and split into probe and reference beams.
The reference beam is then reflected into a separate camera to
account for jitter and intensity fluctuations. Ultrafast data for
each sample were collected by averaging 3 scans with 2 s of
averaging at each time delay and corrected with a polynomial
to account for temporal chirp. Samples were held in 2 mm
quarts cuvettes (FireflySci, Inc., Staten Island, New York).
Single-wavelength kinetics were fit with a biexponential decay
function eq 2 fit with a biexponential decay function

t A AOD( ) e ex x x x
1

( )/
2

( )/0 1 0 2= + (2)

where A1 and A2 represent the weights of lifetimes τ1 and τ2,
respectively. From these lifetime values, an average lifetime τavg
was calculated by eq 3.

A A
A Aavg

1 1 2 2

1 2
= +

+ (3)

Nanoparticles were formed utilizing a thin-film nanoparticle
formation technique. Particle size and polydispersity index
(PDI) were measured utilizing a Malvern Instrument Zetasizer
Nano ZS using a 633 nm wavelength He−Ne laser with a
detector angle of 173° at 25 °C. Standard transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) was used for the Pluronic-F127
encapsulated dyes. For standard TEM, carbon coated 300
mesh grids were plasma cleaned before applying the nano-
particle solution. The grids were then imaged using a JEOL
1230 TEM with a 100 kV accelerating voltage.
Computational Details. To explore the ground-state

geometric and electronic structures of the two derivatives,
density functional theory (DFT)-based calculations were
performed. Ground-state (S0) geometry and frequency
calculations were computed at DFT/B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)

level of theory. Harmonic vibrational frequencies are computed
to confirm that all of the stationary points on the potential
energy surface are in minimum energy. The vertical singlet
excitation energies are estimated at their ground-state
optimized geometries by considering the 10 lowest-lying
singlet excited states in the gas phase to simulate the UV−
visible (UV−vis) absorption spectra within the conventional
time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) formal-
ism. ωB97XD refers to a modified B97 exchange−correlation
(XC) functional and incorporates the long-range correction
deploying the atom-atom dispersion. To confirm the
experimental absorption profile TD-DFT calculations were
performed at ωB97XD/6-31G(d,p) level of theory.28 Full TD-
DFT optimizations of the first excited state (S1) were
performed by the ωB97XD/6-31G(d,p) level of theory, and
the optimized geometry was used to simulate emission spectra
of S1 state. All of the calculations were carried out using the
Gaussian 16 package.29

■ RESULTS
Design and Synthesis. The two title compounds were

designed and synthesized to obtain NIR-II emissive small-
molecule fluorophores. Previous work in our group has
resulted in fluorophores with emission maxima in the NIR-
I.13 NIR-I emissive fluorophores have been used for FI
applications but suffer from issues such as low penetration
depth and increased backscattering of emitted photons in
vivo.7,8 NIR-II emissive fluorophores have been shown to
alleviate these issues; conversely, in this work, multiple
concepts are utilized to design NIR-II emissive fluorophores.30

First is using the D−π−A−π−D molecular architecture, a well-
known design strategy in the literature that has resulted in
fluorophores with distinct optical properties.31 The second
concept is to design the fluorophores with the goal of
increasing their ICT properties.32 Efficient ICT can occur due
to the localization of the HOMO on the donor unit and the
LUMO on the acceptor moiety. Designing fluorophores with a
clearly defined and localized HOMO on the donor moiety is
difficult as delocalization of the HOMO occurs along the
backbone of the fluorophore.33 There are acceptor moieties
that show increased localization of the LUMO.33 Combining
these concepts should allow us to design NIR-II emissive
fluorophores with desirable properties, such as high quantum
yield and molar absorptivity values.

We utilized the TTD acceptor with varying donor units to
create two novel fluorophores. The TTD acceptor is well
known for its use in material applications as it is frequently
applied as an acceptor in polymeric materials.33,34 However,
only recently has its properties as an acceptor in small
molecules been exploited for use in NIR-II FI.23 The optical
properties of previously synthesized TTD-based dyes have
been attributed to ICT, but there is evidence that TTD-based
dyes can also possess biradicaloid (BRC) species. The
presence of BRC species is known to reduce the HOMO−
LUMO gap in organic fluorophores, although, upon relaxation,
these species are known to be nonemissive. However, through
the use of TTD and an appropriate donor unit, we expect to
obtain fluorophores with emission maxima approaching the
NIR-II region.35

The electron-rich donor employed in these two fluorophores
is carbazole (Cbz). Aryl amine donors are frequently used in
the design and synthesis of D−π−A−π−D fluorophores as
they can impart varying properties dependent upon the
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intended use of the emissive species.36 The overall stability of
the fluorophore is shown to increase by utilizing aryl amine
donors.37,38 Analysis of theoretical ionization potentials (IP)
has shown that Cbz is a moderate electron donor, while
structurally, the carbazole moiety is known to have a larger
dihedral angle between itself and the π-spacer that is being
used.37,39 This can assist in reducing aggregation and prevent
fluorescence quenching of the fluorophore. The large dihedral
angle can also effectively have a clearly defined HOMO
residing on the Cbz donor, which should assist in the ICT
nature of the fluorophores.39 Considering the aforementioned
characteristics of Cbz and in conjunction with synthetic
accessibility, we chose to utilize it as our electron donor.

Thiophene is utilized as the π-spacer in this work as it is a
commonly used heterocycle in the design of D−π−A−π−D
emissive fluorophores.40 Thiophene exhibits a lower degree of
aromaticity and directly correlates to its ability to take on a
quinoidal form upon excitation, decreasing the overall
HOMO−LUMO gap and allowing for lower energy electronic
transitions to occur.41,42 Two derivatives of thiophene are used
in this work, one that possesses a hexyl chain at the 4-position
of the thiophene (TTD-HexT-Cbz), and one that does not
(TTD-T-Cbz).43 The alkyl chain aids in increasing the
solubility of the fluorophore in organic solvents. Additionally,
we can evaluate their effect on the structural conformations of
the fluorophore due to their proximity to the acceptor core.
The alkyl chain can act as a shielding unit to protect the TTD
acceptor from incoming solvent molecules. This protection
results in the enhancement of the fluorophore’s optical
properties, such as the fluorescent quantum yield (QY), by
reducing nonradiative energy loss from the excited-state
species to the solvent.44 The thiophene that lacks the alkyl
chain (i.e., TTD-T-Cbz) will allow the derivative to obtain a
more planar conformation with respect to the flanking
thiophenes and the TTD acceptor.45 This increases planarity
affording enhanced ICT upon excitation.

The donor units, HexT-Cbz and T-Cbz, were synthesized
using modified Ullmann conditions, resulting in yields of 29
and 32%, respectively. Stannylation of the HexT-Cbz and T-
Cbz donor units was performed to couple the donor units to
2,5-dibromo-3,4-dinitrothiophene under Stille conditions.
Intermediates 7 and 8 were obtained in yields of 41 and
23% and then reduced accordingly using a previously reported
procedure to the corresponding amines 9 and 10 with 27 and
37% yields, respectively.44 The target compounds TTD-HexT-
CBz and TTD-T-Cbz were obtained after intermediates 9 and
10 underwent cyclization, using the reported procedure, in
yields of 45 and 2% (Figure 1 and Scheme S1).44 The title
compounds were both observed to be greenish-blue powder in
the solid state and, upon solvation in organic solvents, were
seen to produce a teal-colored solution. The full synthetic
scheme and 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra can be found in
the Supporting Information, Scheme S1 and Figures S1−S10.
Computational Correlations. In order to estimate the

energetics of the ground-state frontier molecular orbitals
(FMOs) of TTD-HexT-Cbz and TTD-T-Cbz and their
corresponding HOMO−LUMO gaps (Egap

HL), the B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) level of theory was employed. Experimentally, the
TTD-T-Cbz and TTD-HexT-Cbz derivatives possess optical
bandgaps (Egap

opt) of 1.91 and 1.94 eV, respectively, which we
then compare with the theoretical Egap

HL. The computed Egap
HL for

the two derivatives was found to be 1.76 eV for TTD-T-Cbz
and 1.92 eV for TTD-HexT-Cbz. There is a noticeable

difference between the theoretical and experimental band gap
values for the TTD-T-Cbz and can be explained by TTD-T-
Cbz’s planar structure in both the ground (S0) and excited
(S1) states. Most notably, the bond angle (φ2) shows only a
change of 1.79° between S0 and S1 for TTD-T-Cbz, while the
difference in that same bond angle is 16.7° for TTD-HexT-
Cbz. Correlating this to the computed Egap

HL for TTD-T-Cbz,
the increased planarity would result in a decrease in the
HOMO−LUMO gap for TTD-T-Cbz.46 In addition, as the
computational Egap

HL values were obtained in the gas phase,
intermolecular and solvent interactions were not considered.
Considering these aspects, the deviation between the
experimental and computational HOMO−LUMO gap values
is understandable. The increased planarity of the TTD-T-Cbz
derivative can allow for π−π stacking interactions, which
appear to have a negative impact on the emissive properties of
the TTD-T-Cbz derivative. We also observe the importance of
the hexyl chains on the thiophene spacer unit, as they appear
to play an important role in the photophysical properties of the
two derivatives. As TTD-T-Cbz lacks the hexyl chains, the
TTD core is prone to be solvated by solvent molecules which
can affect the optical properties of the dye.

The frontier molecular orbitals (FMO) isoelectronic density
distribution for the two derivatives can be seen in Figure 2. For

both derivatives, the corresponding HOMOs were observed to
be distributed along the conjugated backbone. This is
commonly observed with D−π−A−π−D fluorophores, as
localization of the HOMO on the donor unit is difficult.33 We
do see increased localization of the LUMOs on the TTD
acceptor moieties, with some delocalization onto the
thiophene spacer units. For TTD-T-Cbz, the LUMO extends
further onto the thiophene spacers, resulting from the
increased planarity of the derivative. The LUMO of the
TTD-HexT-Cbz derivative is primarily localized on the TTD
acceptor and is another indication of the importance of the
hexyl chains on the thiophene spacer and the role it plays in
modulating the photophysical properties of the TTD-HexT-
Cbz derivative. For both derivatives, the major electronic
transition is associated with the HOMO and the LUMO, as
these transitions possess the highest oscillator frequency value.
The S0 to Sn transition data for all transitions (oscillator
strength >0.1) can be found in the Supporting Information,
Table S1.

Figure 2. Ground-state HOMO−LUMO gap (Egap
HL) and vertical

excitation energy (E0 → 1
vert ) along with FMOs density map (isovalue

0.02 au) of the TTD derivatives at the level of theory in the gas phase.
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To identify the biradical character of two studied TTD
derivatives qualitatively, the singlet−triplet energy gap (STgap)
was computed and the values are 0.416 and 0.528 eV for TTD-
T-Cbz and TTD-HexT-Cbz, respectively. To compute STgap,
zero-point energy (ZPE) corrected values were considered,
which is called adiabatic STgap. Following Wirz, a molecule is
biradicaloid when the adiabatic STgap is between 0.01 and 1.0
eV (2−24 kcal mol−1). In turn, it would not be an exaggeration
to claim that these molecules are indeed biradicaloids.46

However, the lowest value corresponds to TTD-T-Cbz (0.416
eV).

Computed bond lengths and dihedral angles of ground- and
first excited-state dipole moments can be found in Table 1 (the
optimized geometry of ground and first excited states are given
in Supporting Information, Figures S11 and S12). It is seen
that the ground-state dipole moments for both derivatives are
more significant than the excited-state dipole moments, as
there is an increase in planarity for both derivatives upon
excitation. TTD-T-Cbz and TTD-HexT-Cbz have a large
perturbation in the C−N−C−S dihedral angles (φ1 and φ4)
and between the flanking carbazole donor units and the
thiophene spacers, but upon excitation, there is an increase in
planarity. Through analysis of the S−C−C−C bond angles (φ2
and φ3) for TTD-T-Cbz, we can see that the thiophene spacer
is essentially coplanar with the TTD acceptor in both the
ground and excited states. Looking at the same dihedral angles
for TTD-HexT-Cbz, there is an increased perturbation, which
underlines the effect the hexyl chain has on the structure. The
φ2 dihedral angle is quite large, which underlines the effect the
hexyl chain has on the structure.

Interestingly, the φ3 dihedral angle is much smaller in
comparison to φ2, indicating planarity with the TTD acceptor.
Upon excitation, however, we do observe an increase in
planarity for the φ2 dihedral angle while the φ3 dihedral angle
does not change much as it is essentially planar in the ground
and excited states.
Spectroscopic Analysis. UV−vis−NIR absorption and

emission studies were performed to investigate the optical
properties of the two derivatives. Solutions (8 × 10−5 M
DCM) of both derivatives were made and analyzed using UV−
vis−NIR absorbance spectroscopy. TTD-HexT-Cbz possessed
an λmax

abs = 638 nm with an λonset
abs = 824 nm, while TTD-T-Cbz

was observed to have an λmax
abs = 651 nm and λonset

abs = 796 nm
(Figure 3).47 The trend in the λmax

abs data for the two derivatives
correlates with what is observed in the computational data.
The experimental molar absorption coefficients (ε) were
obtained by taking the absorptivity value at λmax

abs and were
calculated to be 2.3 × 104 M−1 cm−1 for TTD-T-Cbz and 4.2
× 104 M−1 cm−1 for TTD-HexT-Cbz. The computed oscillator

strengths do not correlate to the experimental molar
absorption coefficients as TTD-T-Cbz ( f = 0.569) is predicted
to be more efficient at absorbing radiation than TTD-HexT-
Cbz ( f = 0.493). Theoretical absorbance and emission spectra
can be found in the Supporting Information, Figure S13.
Tabulated experimental and theoretical photophysical data can
be seen in Table 2.

The two derivatives exhibited emission into the further
reaches of the NIR-I region, with peak maxima of 891 and 900
nm for TTD-T-Cbz and TTD-HexT-Cbz, respectively.
Interestingly, the emission onsets were found to extend into
the NIR-II region past 1000 nm, which is past the detection
limit of the spectrometer used (Figure 4). The trend observed
in the theoretical λmax

emi matches what is observed experimen-
tally, but the values for the λmax

emi do not correlate well between
the experimental and theoretical values. This can be attributed
to the fact that it is more difficult to predict, through
computational methods, properties that are affected by the
LUMO such as fluorescence.48 Experimental relative quantum
yields (QY, Φ) were found to be 0.30 and 0.48% for TTD-T-
Cbz and TTD-HexT-Cbz. Once again, the structural differ-
ences between the two derivatives are seen to affect the optical
properties of the dyes. Fluorescent lifetime values (τFL) were
measured to be 204.7 and 195.2 ps for TTD-T-Cbz and TTD-
HexT-Cbz. Fluorescence lifetime curves for the two derivatives
can be found in the Supporting Information, Figures S14 and
S15.

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy was
utilized to rationalize the differences in QY between the two
derivatives. TTD-T-Cbz exhibited a large signal at 336 mT (g
= 2.006) that is indicative of one unpaired electron (Figure 5).
We determined the concentration of spin states for TTD-T-

Table 1. DFT/TD-DFT Computed Dihedral Angles of TTD-HexT-Cbz and TTD-T-Cbz

φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 μSd0
|μSd1

d1 d2 d3 d4

S0|S1 S0|S1 S0|S1 S0|S1 debye S0|S1 S0|S1 S0|S1 S0|S1

TTD-HexT-Cbz 115.60|125.55 139.19|155.86 177.49|178.65 120.99|131.45 1.40|1.39 1.40|1.39 1.43|1.41 1.43|1.41 1.40|1.40
TTD-T-Cbz 118.85|129.56 177.29|179.50 177.37|179.50 118.85|129.56 2.75|2.42 2.75|2.42 3.06|2.84 2.75|2.48 3.02|2.84

Figure 3. Normalized UV−vis−NIR absorbance spectra of TTD-
HexT-Cbz (red) and TTD-T-Cbz (blue) in 8 × 10−5 M DCM.
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Cbz to be 138 μM (13.8%) in the 1 mM sample. To our
knowledge, this is the first experimental example of a TTD-
based small molecule possessing radicals. TTD-HexT-Cbz did
not show any appreciable signal due to the hexyl groups
distorting the conjugated backbone of the fluorophore. The
structural distortion is a destabilizing effect that prevents the
formation of an unpaired electron as the ability to delocalize is
removed, unlike TTD-T-Cbz, which is more planar. EPR
spectra for TTD-HexT-Cbz can be found in the Supporting
Information, Figure S16.

Encapsulation of the two derivatives into Pluronic-F127
surfactant and studying the optical properties of the nano-
particle solutions provide information as to how these
fluorophores act in an aggregated environment. Encapsulation
of fluorophores into a nanoaggregate can affect the optical
properties of the fluorophore, so it is necessary to optically
characterize the nanoparticle solutions.49 Nanoparticle sol-
utions were prepared and then studied using the same optical
techniques used to study the fluorophores in organic solvents.
The encapsulated TTD-HexT-Cbz showed a bathochromic
shift of its absorbance maxima to 662 nm, while we observed a
bathochromic shift to 667 nm for the encapsulated TTD-T-

Cbz (Figure 6). The low-energy absorbance band for the
encapsulated TTD-T-Cbz also broadens significantly com-

pared to TTD-T-Cbz in organic solvent. The emission maxima
for the encapsulated TTD-HexT-Cbz did not show any
notable shift, with an observed λmax

emi of 886 nm, but a significant
decrease in the relative quantum yield as a value of 0.24% was
observed. The emission spectra for the encapsulated TTD-T-
Cbz show a large broadening of the emissive band with two
noticeable shoulders being seen. There is also an observed
hypsochromic shift of the emission maxima for the
encapsulated TTD-T-Cbz (FWHM = 200 nm (5 × 104

cm−1)) compared to the free fluorophore (FWHM = 150
nm (6.67 × 104 cm−1)) as seen in the normalized emission
spectra (Supporting Information, Figure S17). The relative
quantum yield for the encapsulated TTD-T-Cbz decreased
slightly to 0.29%. A bi-modal distribution was observed in the
fluorescence lifetime of the encapsulated TTD-HexT-Cbz
(Supporting Information, Figure S15) as a shorter-lived value
of 9.7 ps was seen in addition to a longer-lived value of 360.4
ps. Interestingly, the excited-state lifetimes of the encapsulated
TTD-T-Cbz were found to be significantly extended, with a
value greater than 8 ns being obtained (Supporting
Information, Figure S14).
Nanoparticle Morphology Characterization. Nano-

particle solutions of both TTD-T-Cbz and TTD-HexT-Cbz
were formed by thin-film nanoparticle formation techniques
using Pluronic-F127 as a surfactant. Micellar-like nanoparticles
are formed in aqueous media, with the hydrophobic dyes being
internalized into the hydrophobic portion of the Pluronic-
F127. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and TEM were used to
characterize nanoparticle morphologies. The average hydro-
dynamic radius for the TTD-HexT-Cbz nanoparticles was
found to be 117.8 nm as measured with DLS with a PDI value
of 0.310, indicating high polydispersity. Through TEM analysis
of the TTD-HexT-Cbz nanoparticles, we observed average
nanoparticle sizes of 68.3 nm. The TTD-T-Cbz nanoparticles

Table 2. Experimental (8 × 10−5 M DCM) and Theoretical Spectroscopic Data of TTD-T-Cbz and TTD-HexT-Cbz

experimental theoretical

λmax
abs

(nm)
λmax
emi

(nm)
Stokes shift [nm

(cm−1)]
ε

(×104 M−1 cm−1) τFL (ps)
QY
(%)

λmax
abs [nm
(eV)]

λmax
emi [nm
(eV)]

Stokes shift [nm
(cm−1)] f S0(S1)

TTD-T-Cbz 651 891 240 (4.16 × 104) 2.3 204.76 0.30 663
(1.87)

841
(1.47)

179 (5.58 × 104) 0.569 (0.471)

TTD-HexT-Cbz 638 900 262 (3.81 × 104) 4.2 195.24 0.48 622
(1.99)

815
(1.52)

194 (5.15 × 104) 0.493 (0.424)

Figure 4. Normalized NIR emission spectra of TTD-HexT-Cbz (red)
and TTD-T-Cbz (blue) in 8 × 10−5 M DCM.

Figure 5. EPR spectrum of TTD-T-Cbz in 1 mM CDCl3.

Figure 6. UV−vis−NIR absorbance spectra of 1 mg/mL solutions of
TTD-HexT-Cbz NPs (red) and TTD-T-Cbz NPs (blue).
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possessed a larger average hydrodynamic radius of 195.9 nm
but a lower PDI value of 0.226. TEM analysis showed average
nanoparticle sizes of 90.8 nm for the TTD-T-Cbz. We also
calculated encapsulation efficiencies (EE) for the two nano-
particle solutions. The TTD-T-Cbz nanoparticle solution
possessed an EE of 20.0%, while the TTD-HexT-Cbz
nanoparticles had an EE of 1.9%. TEM images can be seen
in Figure 7, while DLS spectra and tabulated size data can be
found in the Supporting Information, Figures S18−S21 and
Table S2.

■ DISCUSSION
This work aimed to synthesize two D−π−A−π−D fluoro-
phores that employ TTD as an acceptor. In the design of NIR-
II emissive fluorophores, we utilize the D−π−A−π−D motif,
and by using different donors and acceptors, we can narrow the
HOMO−LUMO gap and subsequently control the photo-
physical properties. Ideally, the HOMO would be localized on
the donor, with the LUMO on the acceptor for efficient ICT.
This is difficult to achieve as there is commonly some
delocalization of the HOMO across the conjugated framework.
With that in mind, we wanted to study an acceptor that has
been shown to have a localized LUMO, and subsequently
chose to use TTD as an acceptor.

Through computational methods, the LUMOs of the two
synthesized fluorophores were found to be predominantly
localized on the TTD acceptor, as seen in Figure 2. For both
derivatives, the primary (S0 → S1) electronic transitions
(<90%) are between the HOMO and the LUMO and are
indicative of ICT. For TTD-T-Cbz, two other contributing
electronic transitions were observed. The first of which is a
high energy transition (3.56 eV) with an f = 0.539 that is
associated with the S0 → S3 energy levels and involves electron
density reorganization from the HOMO to LUMO + 1
(44.7%) and the HOMO − 2 to LUMO (40.7%). The other is
a higher energy transition (0.381 eV) with a much lower
oscillator frequency of 0.303. This transition is associated with
the S0 → S4 energy levels that also involve electron density
reorganization from the HOMO to LUMO + 1 (43.4%) and
the HOMO − 2 to LUMO (43.1%). TTD-HexT-Cbz is
shown to have only one other contributing electronic
transition associated with the S0 → S3 energy levels. This
high energy transition (3.67 eV) leads to electron density
reorganization from the HOMO − 2 to LUMO (39.2%) and
the HOMO to LUMO + 1 (36.2%). For both derivatives, the

higher energy conversions indicate π to π* transitions. As such,
TTD-HexT-Cbz appears to have a more localized LUMO,
which may result from the increased steric strain from the
HexT spacer. The HOMOs for the two derivatives are found
to be delocalized across the conjugated backbone of the
fluorophores, predominantly on the thiophene spacers.
Thiophene derivatives are shown to be able to contribute
significantly to the HOMO energy level, which is what is
observed in the case of the two derivatives.50 For TTD-T-Cbz,
the carbazole units do seem to contribute more to the HOMO
because of the increased planarity of the compound. In
contrast, there is contribution from only one of the carbazole
units on TTD-HexT-Cbz due to the distortion of the
conjugated backbone.

Experimental optical HOMO−LUMO gaps (Egap
opt) for TTD-

T-Cbz and TTD-HexT-Cbz were found to be 1.91 and 1.94
eV, respectively. Similar values are expected as the electronic
backbone of the two fluorophores is constant between the two.
The difference is the presence of the hexyl groups on the
thiophene spacer for TTD-HexT-Cbz, resulting in an
increased steric strain which decreases the planarity of the
derivative. However, TTD-T-Cbz does not have the hexyl
groups on the thiophene spacer and the Egap

opt is found to be
slightly lower owing to the extended conjugation of the
fluorophore. Upon comparison of the theoretical Egap

HL, we see
good agreement for the TTD-HexT-Cbz with a theoretical
value of 1.92 eV. For TTD-T-Cbz, there is a noticeable
deviation between the experimental and theoretical values as
the theoretical Egap

HL was found to be 1.76 eV. The hypothesized
difference between the theoretical and experimental values for
TTD-T-Cbz results from solvation effects on the TTD
acceptor.51

TTD-T-Cbz possessed an experimental λmax
abs of 651 nm with

a theoretical λmax
abs of 663 nm, while TTD-HexT-Cbz has an

experimental λmax
abs of 638 nm and a theoretical λmax

abs of 622 nm.
The red-shifted λmax

abs for TTD-T-Cbz is a direct correlation to
the increased planarity of the compound.52 The higher energy
transitions (Figure 3) are primarily a result of the π−π*
electronic transitions of the conjugated backbone, and the
broad absorbance bands are indicative of ICT as a result of the
D−π−A−π−D framework. The experimental molar absorption
coefficients indicate that TTD-HexT-Cbz is a more efficient
absorber of radiation than TTD-T-Cbz which contradicts with
predicted values. This is another example of the effect that the
hexyl groups have on the optical properties of the dyes.53

Figure 7. TEM images of TTD-T-Cbz NPs (A) and TTD-HexT-Cbz NPs (B) at 39,000× magnification.
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The emission maxima and the shape of the emission band of
the two fluorophores were found to be similar, which is to be
expected as the conjugated framework is constant between the
two. We observed an experimental λmax

emi of 891 and 900 nm for
TTD-HexT-Cbz and TTD-T-Cbz, respectively. The emission
maxima of the two fluorophores are still in the NIR-I region
and not in the hypothesized NIR-II region. One explanation
for this is the use of the carbazole donor and its ineffectiveness
to contribute electron density. The steric bulk of the carbazole
donor unit does not allow for the desired contribution of
electron density, resulting in an increase of the HOMO level
leading to a decrease in the overall HOMO−LUMO gap.36

Analyzing the relative QY for the two fluorophores, we observe
that TTD-HexT-Cbz is more emissive than its nonalkylated
counterpart. The difference between the two can also be
observed in the non-normalized emission spectra of the two
dyes, as the emissive band for TTD-HexT-Cbz exhibits a
greater intensity than that of TTD-T-Cbz (Supporting
Information, Figure S22). By distorting the conjugated
backbone of TTD-HexT-Cbz due to the hexyl groups on the
thiophene spacers, there is a reduction in intermolecular
interactions which allows for the increased relative QY.44

Another hypothesis for the lower QY value for TTD-T-Cbz is
the presence of BRC species. BRCs are known to provide low-
energy excitations, although upon relaxation that energy is lost
nonradiatively.35 For TTD-based organic fluorophores, only
computational studies have illustrated the existence of these
radical species. The presence of these unpaired electrons is
hypothesized to exist in order to relieve the strain on the
hypervalent sulfur atom (−N�S�N−) that comprises the
thiadiazole ring in the acceptor.53 We studied both derivatives
with EPR to further rationalize the difference in their QY
values (Figures 5 and S16). Although we indicate computa-
tionally the presence of biradical species (S = 0), the results
from the EPR study illustrate the presence of a single unpaired
electron (S > 0) on TTD-T-Cbz. We hypothesize the other
unpaired electron is lost to the solvent environment which
results in an unpaired electron on TTD-T-Cbz. Unpaired
electrons on conjugated compounds are known to absorb low-
energy radiation, but upon relaxation, the absorbed energy is
lost nonradiatively. As such, the presence of unpaired electrons
on these fluorophores is detrimental to their emissive
properties.54 For TTD-T-Cbz, we detected a large signal at
336 mT (g = 2.006), while for TTD-HexT-Cbz there was no
signal detected. This result correlates to the increased planarity
of TTD-T-Cbz and its ability to stabilize the radical species
through delocalization. The presence of unpaired electrons,
along with the previously discussed factors, leads to a lower QY
value for TTD-T-Cbz compared to its alkylated counterpart.
The large Stokes shifts observed result from excited-state
geometry reorganization to achieve a more planar excited-state
geometry.55 The short-lived excited-state lifetimes for the two
fluorophores can be attributed to the energy gap law, which
dictates that nonradiative energy processes at longer wave-
lengths increase due to vibrational overlaps between the
ground and excited states (Supporting Information, Figures
S23 and S24).56,57 This negatively affects the excited-state
properties of the two derivatives.

The nanoparticle solutions of the two fluorophores exhibited
different optical properties compared to the free fluorophores.
Analysis of the UV−vis−NIR absorbance (Figure 6) spectra
for the TTD-HexT-Cbz nanoparticles shows a red shift of the
λmax
abs to 662 nm, which can be attributed to the formation of

lower-energy aggregates within the nanoparticle.58 The
emission spectra for the TTD-HexT-Cbz nanoparticles show
that these lower-energy aggregates do not affect the
fluorescence properties of TTD-HexT-Cbz. Since the λmax

emi is
only slightly blue-shifted to 886 nm compared to the free
fluorophore, the emission observed is from the monomeric
form of the fluorophore within the nanoparticle (Supporting
Information, Figure S17). This can also account for the
decrease in QY as fewer emissive species are present within the
aggregated environment.59 The TTD-T-Cbz nanoparticles also
showed a red shift of the λmax

abs to 667 nm. However, the
absorbance band had broadened significantly, with the onset of
the absorbance band extending past 900 nm (Figure 6). The
broad absorbance band indicates the presence of multiple types
of aggregates within the nanoparticle. The fluorescent
properties of the TTD-T-Cbz nanoparticles are shown to be
altered upon aggregation. We can see in the emission spectra
that there is not only a blue shift of the emission band but
there are now two noticeable features seen (Supporting
Information, Figure S17). The two peaks at 799 and 856 nm
could indicate that different species are present within the
aggregated environment that is emissive. Interestingly, the QY
for the TTD-T-Cbz nanoparticles was found to be similar to
what is observed for the free fluorophore, which could be a
correlation to the increased encapsulation efficiency of the
TTD-T-Cbz nanoparticles compared to the TTD-HexT-Cbz
nanoparticles as more TTD-T-Cbz was found to be
encapsulated by the Pluronic-F127. The excited-state lifetimes
for the TTD-HexT-Cbz and TTD-T-Cbz nanoparticles were
extended compared to the unencapsulated fluorophores. This
is due to the stabilization of the excited-state species within an
aggregated environment.60

DLS analysis of the encapsulated fluorophores indicates that
the two fluorophores aggregate differently upon encapsulation
(Supporting Information, Table S2). The TTD-T-Cbz nano-
particles gave larger average hydrodynamic radii than the
TTD-HexT-Cbz nanoparticles. This can be attributed to the
difference in the amount of fluorophore encapsulated in the
polymer nanoparticle, as illustrated by the large differences in
EE values. The PDI value for the TTD-T-Cbz nanoparticles is
lower than that of the TTD-HexT-Cbz nanoparticles.
However, both nanoparticle solutions indicate polydispersity.
It is understood in the field that TEM provides smaller sizes
compared to DLS.61,62 Analysis of the TEM images for both
nanoparticle samples indicates the presence of spherical
nanoparticles with contrast variations indicative of dye
encapsulation. All sizes were below 150 nm and correlate
with the trends observed in DLS.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Two TTD-based D−π−A−π−D fluorophores have been
synthesized and characterized through computational and
experimental methods. The overarching goal of the work was
to study the use of TTD as an electron acceptor in the design
of NIR-II emissive fluorophores for FI applications, as few
reports employ it in that role. Modulating the HOMO−
LUMO gap by employing donors and acceptors with localized
FMOs is a strategy that can facilitate low-energy electronic
transitions via an ICT pathway. Analysis of the FMOs for the
resulting fluorophores, TTD-HexT-Cbz and TTD-T-Cbz,
showed that for both derivatives, the LUMO was localized
on the TTD acceptor with the primary electronic transitions
occurring between the S0 to S1. The two fluorophores showed
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broad absorbance bands ranging from the NIR-I to visible
regions with emission maxima in the far reaches of the NIR-I
extending into the NIR-II. These low-energy transitions are
primarily attributed to the ICT nature of the D−π−A−π−D
compounds. Both fluorophores exhibited moderate QY values
with excited-state lifetimes of approx. 200 ps. We were able to
illustrate the presence of unpaired electrons in the TTD-T-Cbz
derivative to help account for the difference in QY values when
comparing the two fluorophores. This is, to our knowledge, the
first experimental evidence of the existence of unpaired
electrons in a TTD-based small molecule.

The derivatives were encapsulated into Pluronic-F127
surfactant to induce water solubility, which is necessary for
FI applications. The morphological properties of the
encapsulated fluorophores were found to be micellar-like
nanoparticles with sizes ranging from 100 to 200 nm.
Bathochromic shifts in absorbance were observed for both
derivatives upon encapsulation, along with hypsochromic shifts
in the emission maxima. Overall, QY values decreased for the
encapsulated fluorophores, while the excited-state lifetimes
were found to increase due to the stabilization of the excited-
state species. The results from this work provide design
strategies in which TTD can be used as an effective electron
acceptor moiety for NIR emissive fluorophores in FI
applications.
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